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FLAMBOROUGH HOCKEY ASSOCIATION 

2019-2020 ANNUAL REPORT 
 

President’s Report 
This past year has been anything but normal for the game of hockey across all levels. On March 14, 2020, our lives 

and the world changed forever. Not only was hockey changed but so were our families, friends and the freedoms 

we have always enjoyed. This year, the FHA is holding our first ever virtual Annual General Meeting. Hopefully, 

the 2020/2021 season will proceed without a hiccup, but as with everything currently in our lives, there are many 

firsts and we are learning as we go into unchartered territories of our lives.    

Upon reflection of the 2019-2020 season, it started with many resounding successes: the long-awaited return of 

an FHA hosted tournament.  The tournament was a sellout success in its divisions which saw teams travel from all 

over Ontario and United States.  The tournament went off without a hitch and saw the introduction of the 

electronic games sheet application as the FHA was the first in the Tri-County to experiment with its use - it was a 

resounding success that continued into the 2019-2020 season.  These early successes were fantastic momentum 

shifts as the FHA prepared its programming, the introduction of skill development schools and instructors at 

multiple levels in our IP, House League and Rep programs to amazing successes that will hopefully see our program 

flourish into the future.  Rep teams started their seasons in September followed by House League play in October. 

Our House League programs concluded their seasons minus the March 3 on 3 tournaments and many of our Rep 

teams were able to complete their seasons prior to the Pandemic pause.  The pandemic pause was unfortunate 

as there were a few FD Rep teams continuing their push into the OMHA finals.  It is disheartening that these Rep 

finals bound teams and the FHA House League tournament days were cancelled.  But we do celebrate their 

successes to that point. 

As we move forward, the FHA board has been diligently working with our member partners, including the Ontario 

Minor Hockey Association (OMHA), Ontario Hockey Federation (OHF) and City of Hamilton, to achieve a Return to 

Play plan in place to provide hockey for our players in the safest possible manner.  

With this planning, it is vital to remember that we are all entering unchartered territory in an unprecedented time.  

There will be successes and failures, but we must all be patient and understanding during this process.  

Information is changing weekly and, in many cases, daily so there will be updates and changes as we move 

forward. 

The FHA is cognisant of the unpredictable economic environment and pressures that come with it for our 

members during this time and we have tried to keep the 2020/2021 fees for playing hockey in line with other 

programs.  Given the unprecedented changes and limitations on the freedoms we once enjoyed, the game has 

changed.  Limits to persons in buildings, the number of participants on ice, etc. have caused dramatic changes in 

the planning and funding of hockey programming.  In a nutshell, putting fewer players on the ice means more ice 

required. However, there is only limited amount of ice available given only a handful of City of Hamilton arenas 

are opening this coming season. The FHA is not alone in managing these issues. The 2020/2021 season 

programming will cost the FHA almost 50% more than due to restrictions and limitations resulting from social 

distance programming.  The FHA would normally have Rep revenue to assist with funding all aspects of season 

operations. However, since there is no Rep hockey, there is no Rep revenue and, as such, the FHA is also spending 

more, operating at a loss.  Fortunately, the review of the FHA’s financial position will show that the FHA has 

reserves required to meet the demands in the event of such a downturn event.  The FHA board understands the 
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expectations of what the membership spends and what they get in return, but the cost of programming this 

season has not gotten less expensive. 

It is my hope that, in the end, with all this planning the result will see us pulling together with the single goal of 

providing a fun and safe environment for our players and their families to enjoy the best and safest hockey 

experience possible and still get the well needed exercise and social interaction that comes with our game.       

Flamborough-Dundas PILOT Update 

As the membership is aware, the FHA and Dundas Minor Hockey Association (“DMHA”) have been in engaged in 

negotiations over the last two seasons during the PILOT Shared Boundary Agreement.  At the conclusion of the 

two-year PILOT, the agreement was to transition into a permanent “amalgamation or partnership” as per OMHA 

instruction.  The FHA and DMHA concur it has been truly a positive and learning experience, but there were 

numerous challenges in addressing the needs of the respective memberships to move the agreement forward.   

In May 2020, the OMHA advised the FHA and DMHA that the two-year Shared Boundary PILOT had officially 

ended.  To proceed with a permanent solution, the FHA and DMHA were instructed to come to terms and 

amalgamate under one roof/one association moving forward.  This meant all aspects of hockey operations, 

including finances, rostering of teams, registrar, tryouts, scheduling, tryouts and coach selection.  This set the 

stage for the meetings and decisions moving forward. Below are the highlights of the process.  Unfortunately, in 

the end the FHA and DMHA could not come to terms on a way forward that addressed the needs of their 

respective memberships. 

With this, there may be many questions that the membership may have regarding the process.  Below is a brief 

outline of the timeline for the process.  One must keep in mind that there are many OMHA and OHF rules and 

criteria to fulfill to make this work.  It is not something where options are picked, and others omitted based on an 

individual association’s wants - there are specific OMHA criterion that must be followed to pass the merger. 

• December 19, 2019 - FHA and DMHA boards agreed with a ratified document signed by both boards to 

proceed and make the Shared Boundary PILOT permanent as it is in current state. Presentation of the 

agreement to the OMHA prompted the OMHA to respond on process.  

• January 31, 2020 - OMHA passed a motion to extend the PILOT for an additional year for both the FHA 

and DMHA to finalize terms of a partnership.  This gave the FHA and DMHA time to participate in 

negotiations and bring the associations together under one roof as outlined by the OMHA process.   

• May 5, 2020 - OMHA presented the models as the basis for amalgamation. As requested, the FHA provided 

the OMHA models to DMHA for consideration pertaining to models of amalgamation.  

o Concept #1 - Full amalgamation (Wentworth Wolverines) - Preferred Option.  Solves ALL issues, 
numbers, competition, finances, scheduling, rostering, facilities, resources. 

o Concept #2 - Hybrid amalgamation (Reference: West Niagara) like our current model. Does not 
solve player number issues, does not address House League number issues, finances are messy, 
registration issues, requires FHA and DMHA to change base category from Rep to HL/LL 
association 

o Concept #3 - (Reference: King and Norfolk) These models are the same model and are applied to 
our scenario.  Essentially the pilot-making of third new association with FHA and DMHA still intact, 
FHA and DMHA must change base category from Rep centres to HL/LL centres.  New third 
association with new board for Rep only.  

• May 24, 2020 - DMHA Board emailed to decline a full amalgamation option and did not want to proceed 

with membership vote.  An OMHA requirement of all other options would see FHA and DMHA change 
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base category from Rep centres to HL/LL associations - DMHA indicated they did not want to change base 

category to HL/LL and or go to membership vote. As a result, any movement on the above options was 

unattainable  

• May 29, 2020 - FHA presented a tailored proposal addressing some of DMHA’s concerns and that did not 

require a membership vote to proceed. 

Tailored proposal based on December 2019 approved FD Rep Extension Agreement: 

o DMHA changes its Base category from “A” to House League/Recreational Centre - (DMHA remains 
its own name, identity, association, board, registration, fees collection and funding, and is able to 
run its House League and SELECT programming independent of Wentworth Wolverines / 
Flamborough). 

o FHA to change name from Flamborough Hockey Association to Wentworth Wolverines. 
o DMHA Board appoints two DMHA members to sit on the (Wentworth Wolverines) Rep Committee 

as already stipulated in the new FD Rep Agreement recently signed moving forward for the 
duration of the Agreement (five-person committee). 

o This option does not require membership vote by either association to move forward - no risk. 
 

This proposal was essentially an extension of the current FD Rep arrangement under the PILOT.  It gave separate 
and autonomous local hockey to Dundas and Flamborough in terms of House League and Select programming, 
each association with their own boards and still gave representation to DMHA in terms of two appointed members 
from DMHA board to the Wentworth Wolverines Rep Committee.  The added benefit of this proposal was that it 
did not require a membership vote for either organization to move forward and could have been in place for 2020-
2021 season.   
 

• June 23, 2020 - DMHA informed the FHA that they were not prepared change their base category from 

Rep to make those options work 

• July 1, 2020 - FHA informed the OMHA that, since the DMHA was unable to accept various proposals made 

by the FHA, the FHA was withdrawing from negotiations to concentrate on the FHA programs and planning 

alternative programming and hockey due to changes caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. 

• July 14, 2020 - Peter Harmsen, OMHA Vice-President, sent an email to FHA and DMHA outlining the path 

forward for DMHA to follow: 

o Dundas must bring options to their membership. 

 
and must do one of the following:  

 
o Continue as a stand-alone representative program with their own house league 

o Declare Dundas as a house league/local league program 

o Amalgamate with Flamborough 

o Disband as a minor hockey association 

• July 23, 2020 - FHA and DMHA met to revisit the DMHA tailored-made option as previously presented - 

DMHA was not prepared to change base category from Rep to HL/LL programing or proceed to 

membership vote. 

• August 7, 2020 - DMHA informed the FHA that they are moving ahead with the 2020-2021 season on their 

own. 
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In addition to the hurdles previously discussed pertaining to a change of base category for both associations and 

bringing the proposal to membership vote, there was a third hurdle regarding board representation.  Late in the 

process, DMHA proposed a change in board representation to an equal 50/50 representation at the board and/or 

committee level regarding governance. 

The FHA board is in unanimous agreement that our responsibility to our member families is not served by an 

arrangement that mandates equal representation with DMHA at board or committee level given the FHA’s 

resources and more than twice as many overall registered players and three times as many registered Rep players 

as DMHA.   

If the opportunity presents itself in the future for further partnership dialogue that reflects the size and resources 

of the organizations involved, the FHA is open to rekindle that dialogue. 

I thank the tireless planning of the board as they face the daily changes and challenges presented by the COVID-

19 pandemic.  One cannot appreciate through words the amount of work and time that goes into putting together 

a hockey program while facing multiple variables the ever-evolving pandemic environment brings. No one could 

ever imagine or be prepared for what has unfolded before us and for this I thank them.    

 

Lower House League Hockey Report 
Lower House League consisted of 23 teams from IP1 to Atom.  Tim Hortons Timbits Hockey sponsored younger 

age groups while Dodge Caravan and McDonalds AtoMc sponsored Novice and Atom respectively.  We are grateful 

to both our local No Frills and Tim Hortons for supporting our events with donations when we asked. 

 

The Initiation Program (IP) benefited from instruction by HSC Hockey School each week at IP2 and IP3.  Players 

improved their skills while having fun.  Coaches appreciated collaborating with HSC Hockey instructors to build 

engaging and progressive practices.   IP enjoyed a holiday party in the community space at the rink following their 

last ice times in December.  Bruiser, from OHL’s Hamilton Bulldogs, showed up and so did Santa.  The IP season 

wrapped up in February with a weekend of skills demonstrations, hockey games and pizza. 

 

The Minor Novice and Novice divisions participated in a successful Interlock season with Dundas Minor Hockey.  

Dundas visited our home rinks and FHA regularly attended Market St. Arena in Dundas.  Novice progressed from 

half ice to full ice games in January.  Over two days in late December, Minor Novice, Novice and Atom teams 

participated in FHA’s Christmas 3 on 3 Tournament for all House League divisions.  Lower House League divisions 

wrapped up by Mar 1st. 

 

League Champions 

Novice:  Bulldogs 

Atom:  Petes 

 

Memorial Awards/Trophies 

• Atom – Jordan Moxam Spirit Award:      Ethan Pottruff 

• Atom – Tristan Bradstreet Memorial Energizer “Keep on Going” Award:  Justin Sedor 
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Upper House League Hockey Report 
Upper House League season consisted of four Peewee, three Bantam & eight Midget teams.   All three divisions 

had close finishes to the season on the final championship weekend.  Bantam and Midget semifinal/final games 

were all decided in overtime.    

 

For the first time we included an early Fall 3 on 3 House League tournament which was well received and highly 

attended. 

 

League Champions 

Peewee: Nashville (coached by Scott Johansen) 

Bantam: Washington (coached by Mike Woods) 

Midget:  Nashville (coached by Scott Corbett) 

 

Memorial Awards/Trophies 

• Peewee - Christopher King Memorial Award Recipient:    Simon Eedy 

• Bantam - David Little Memorial Award Recipient:    Nolan Jarrett 

• Midget - Curtis Josling Memorial Award Recipient:    Justin Murchison 
       

The anticipated 2020/2021 Upper House League season will be a 3 on 3 program consisting of seven Peewee 

House League and seven Peewee Rep teams, four Bantam House League and six Bantam Rep teams & eight Midget 

House League teams. 

 

Rep Hockey Report 
The 2019-2020 rep season saw a modified Flamborough-Dundas shared boundaries agreement and, for the first 

time, three levels of rep hockey took place in our community – AA, A & AE hockey were played at most levels 

which saw 21 teams with approximately 365 rep players hit the ice. 

Our Rep season started out with the Flamborough-Dundas Fall Early Bird Classic hosted jointly at Harry Howell 

Arena and Market St Arena. The tournament hosted 30 teams over five age groups and was a great success. The 

was the first tournament hosted in Flamborough in more than 10 years. 

The Rep program continued our development plans this past season with all teams receiving extra development 

through the season from Jeremy Bloomfield. We also added extra goalie development funding for each team this 

season to further our goalie development. 

The FHA partnership with the OHL’s Hamilton Bulldogs continued this season. We had approximately 25 coaches 

out to a coaching session with the Bulldog coaches. This included a one hour on ice/bench session during a game 

between our Peewee Rep teams and one and a half hour off ice Q&A session. It was a great experience for our 

coaches to learn from the Bulldog coaches. 

A number of our teams had great successes throughout the season winning a number of tournaments and bringing 

some hardware back to our community. One highlight was the success of our Minor Atom AA team coached by 

Shawn Brenn. Shawn’s team had a very successful playoff run, which resulted in an OMHA finals appearance. Due 

to the abrupt end to our hockey season, Shawn’s team was awarded co-OMHA Champions for the 2019-2020 

season. Big congratulations to the 2019-2020 Minor Atom AA team on an amazing accomplishment. 
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Community and Public Relations Report 
• Flamborough-Dundas Fall Early Bird Tournament – 2019/2020 Flamborough-Dundas Fall Early Bird 

Classic held on Sept 5 – 8, 2019.  It was the first tournament held in Flamborough Dundas in over 10 years.  
The tournament was a big success with much positive feedback from participating teams.  The tournament 
yielded a small profit from entry fees, sponsors and vendors. 

• Equipment Drive with Rotary for Indigenous Communities – The initiative was a big success with 50 
hockey bags of donated hockey equipment collected and shipped to these communities. 

• Equipment Room Carlisle Arena – The FHA installed a new equipment room for coach and team storage 
and use. 

• Increased Sponsorship Involvement/Support – All House League teams received sponsorships. 

• FHA Day with Hamilton Bulldogs – Successful day included: 
o Ticket Sales – +1000 Tickets @ $15.00 with profit of approximately $2000.00 
o Game Day: 

▪ Blue Line Club – IP Group 
▪ Intermission Game – IP1 Group 
▪ Ice Time – 4 hours: 

• 2 hours before HBD Game – IP2 

• 1 hour after HBD Game – IP3 

• 3 hours on different dates – select teams 
o Coaching Clinic for our coaches 

▪ 1 hour on ice with Peewee teams 
▪ 1.5 hours off ice Q&A sessions 

• Family Assistance – Worked with Rotary, Lions and Optimist Clubs to provide assistance and support. 

• Little Caesars, Boston Pizza & Ginos Pizza Deals – Arranged food deals for membership and teams. 

• Santa Claus Parade – Yearly event with community presence. 

• Introduction of Marketplace – Members can now order online and participate in fundraising. 

• Improve Partners/Assistance Options – Made more available to members looking for assistance. 

• Road Hockey to Conquer Cancer – Participation by small group of FHA coaches and players.  

 

Risk Management Report 
• Delivered pre-season video related to Gender Identity and Expression to the FHA membership. 

• Monitored discipline issues at all levels of House League and Rep hockey. 

• Mediated parent, player, coach and official conflicts. 

• Supervised and reviewed issues with other associations when conflicts and issues arose during Rep hockey 
games. 

• Liaised with the Rep Director and President to monitor and review ongoing discipline and Code of Conduct 
violations by players and coaches. 

• Removed players who posed a risk to themselves and other players. 

• Liaised with OMHA, OHF throughout the season. 

• Reviewed policies to ensure the safety and well-being of all players, volunteers and parents was 
maintained. 

• Liaised with the City of Hamilton to ensure compliance with the Zero Tolerance Policy. 

• Disseminated cyber bullying information and laws regarding the impacts on players and coaches. 
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THE FHA BOARD OF DIRECTORS WOULD LIKE TO THANK ALL OF OUR COACHES, 

ASSISTANT COACHES, TRAINERS, MANAGERS AND OTHER VOLUNTEERS FOR 

CONTRIBUTING THEIR TIME TO CREATE A GREAT HOCKEY EXPERIENCE FOR THE PLAYERS 

OF OUR COMMUNITY. 

 

THE FHA IS ALSO GRATEFUL TO OUR SPONSORS FOR SPONSORING EVENTS AND 

PROVIDING DONATIONS.  PLEASE MAKE EVERY EFFORT TO SUPPORT OUR SPONSORS 

SINCE THEY SUPPORT US! 

 

TO OUR MEMBERS: PLEASE HAVE PATIENCE THROUGH THIS TURBULENT TIME AS THERE 

WILL BE HIGHS AND LOWS, HICCUPS AND SUCCESSES.  BUT ABOVE EVERYTHING ELSE 

STAY SAFE, ENJOY YOUR FAMILIES AND YOUR CHILDREN’S HOCKEY EXPERIENCE AND 

LET THEM HAVE FUN WITH THEIR FRIENDS AND NEW ONES THEY MAY MEET. STAY SAFE. 


